GEORGIAN WINE LABELS

EVOLUTION

End of XIX and the beginning of XX centuries
In the Soviet era
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In the rst years of the sovietization of
Georgia, wine labels were being uni ed and
"sovietized".
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2 In the second part of the USSR period, nally
"soviet" style of the Georgian wine label was formed,
distinguished with primitive and spiritless design,
silicon stoppers (corks) and 0,700 l in volume.

In Georgia, as well as in the other countries of the traditional viniculture, the
best vineyards were in the hands of the noblemen. us, such mentions on the
label truly indicated the noble status of wine.
ereby, we may consider this principle as the startup point of adding
Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) on the wine labels.
As usual, ordinary wine bore the name of the owner or partnership. Various
pubs (Dukani) o ered wine to their customers, bought by the cellermen (Siraji)
from the peasants.
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SAMTREST - a chain of the wine factories was incorporated. As those wine factories
functioning on the territory of Georgia were not su cient for the entire soviet consumers,
factories of the same chain were allocated within the other regions of the USSR. Wine materials
sent from Georgia fed the winemaking of such factories, and produced wine was extremely low
in quality in comparison with its Georgian analogs.
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SAMTREST chain produced so called "port wine" as well, de nitely having nothing in
common with the Port wine, thereby being a distinct example of violations of international
standards.

90s of XX c - Post Soviet Period XX c.

2000 - 2006 of XXIc
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1 Wine of this period was of uncertain quality and
origin, bottled in clay ware.
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Large entrepreneurs aim to launch the principles of the international marketing,
thus, wine name becomes secondary and brand names takes the rst place.
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2 Falsi ed wine category.
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Wine category packed in vague attire and clay ware was formed quite rmly.
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In the second half of the 90s, quality and premium class Georgian wine was
being formed.
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Falsi ed wine volume reaches its critical level; most portion of such wine is bottled
in Russia being sold as the Georgian wine.

2006-2012, XXIc - Russian Embargo
2013-2014: Post Embargo Period
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1 Large entrepreneurs producing high quality wine actively enter into the
international markets.
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us, share of such wine grows signi cantly.

BIO (organic) wine - innovative direction of winemaking is being formed.

1 High quality wine producers returned to the Russian market. Simultaneously,
"Qvevri wine" was listed in their o er as well.

2 "Qvevri Wine" category ourished and strengthened.
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A number of the individual, small entrepreneurs are growing and new category "Qvevri
Wine" is being developed.
2nd and 3rd categories show the perspective of becoming the leaders of the Georgian elite wine;
this fact can be evaluated as the revolution in the Georgian winemaking.
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Georgian wine, bottled in vague vessels and "sculptural masterpieces" of clay ware,
returned to its usual environment (Russian Market), which may cause unrecoverable
damage to all those positive changes taking place in the last years.
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